As a Science and Technology University with due importance to Social Science, Law and Humanities, the following graduate attributes will be nurtured in our students in a rich international academic environment with excellent learning and research, co-curricular and extracurricular experiences.

1. **Strong Analytical Thinking and Problem Solving Abilities**
   Our graduates shall have an ability to investigate and analyse information/problems by thinking clearly and critically, find and execute the solution creatively and effectively in a timely manner.

2. **Highly specialised knowledge of Area of Study**
   Our graduates shall have a comprehensive specialised knowledge of their chosen area of study/research which is acquired thorough focused laboratory experiences, collaborations with other institutions/industries.

3. **Motivation of Intellectual Development**
   Regular interactions in forums like knowledge forum and attending various workshops/seminars and the interactions thereof will give a strong motivation to our students for the intellectual development.

4. **International Exposure**
   The programmes such as Chancellor’s Chair, Erudite, and different international conferences, lead to collaborations with international research centres/universities. This will give a wide international exposure to our graduates. Also the assistance given to students for paper presentation in conferences abroad will also enhance the international expertise.

5. **Expertise in Extension and need based Research Activities**
   Our graduates acquire expertise in societal extension activities through the programmes organised by our NSS unit and Youth Welfare Department. Our Marine Science graduates are getting special exposure and expertise in need based research in developing products/technologies which are to be useful for the fishermen community.